FOR A FULL SCHEDULE, INCLUDING CENTER EVENTS, PLEASE SEE THE DEPARTMENT CALENDAR.

RETURN TO RESEARCH GUIDELINES

RETURN TO RESEARCH POLICY

COVID-19: RETURN TO CAMPUS GUIDELINES

NEW ARRIVALS

Chien-Yu Chen (Visiting Predoctoral Fellow) joined the Schaller Group
Liang Feng (Postdoc) joined the Stoddart Group
Schuyler Nicholson (Postdoc) joined the Gingrich Group
Tumpa Sadhukhan (Postdoc) joined the Schatz Group
Peter Smith (Postdoc) Joined the Mirkin Group
Xingang Zhao (Postdoc) joined the Stoddart Group

BIP

BIP is over for the academic year and will return in the fall.

UPCOMING EVENTS AND NEWS

FRONTIERS IN NANOTECHNOLOGY VIRTUAL MINI-CONFERENCE
Tuesday, September 8, 2020
11:00 am – 1:35 pm (CDT)
Zoom Webinar
Hosted by: Danna Freedman and James Rondinelli
Featuring: William Oliver, Prineha Narang and Monika Schleier-Smith
There is no cost to attend. Register Here and a link to join the conference will be sent to you by email on the day of the event. For a complete agenda, visit iinano.org.

---

Job Openings & Recruiting

Tenure-Track faculty position at the level of Assistant Professor in the Chemistry Department at Dartmouth College

Applications are invited for a Tenure-Track faculty position at the level of Assistant Professor in the Chemistry Department at Dartmouth College, starting July, 2021, in the broadly defined area of Organic Chemistry.

Qualifications
The Department of Chemistry seeks an individual with a PhD in chemistry who will establish a nationally recognized research program in organic chemistry broadly defined and is motivated by the use, discovery and development of new reactions and chemical reactivity within the fields of organic, organometallic, catalytic, materials or biological chemistry. We particularly seek an individual who strive to innovate in a manner that will eventually drive unique collaborative research projects within the department and involving other Dartmouth researchers, including those at the Geisel School of Medicine, Norris Cotton Cancer Center, Thayer School of Engineering and/or Irving Institute for Energy and Society. The successful candidate will have the potential to excel at teaching organic chemistry and other courses in both our undergraduate and graduate curriculum and contribute to Dartmouth initiatives in STEM diversity, such as the Women in Science Program, E.E. Just STEM Scholars Program and Academic Summer Undergraduate Research Experience. Dartmouth is highly committed to fostering a diverse and inclusive community of students, faculty and staff. We are especially interested in applicants who are able to work effectively with those from all backgrounds, including, but not limited to, racial and ethnic minorities, women, individuals who identify with LGBTQ+ communities, individuals with disabilities, veterans, individuals from lower income backgrounds, and/or first generation college students.

Application Instructions
Applicants should state in their cover letter how their teaching, research, service and/or life experiences have prepared them to advance Dartmouth’s commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion. Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, a description of their research accomplishments and future

Northwestern Department of Chemistry
plans, and a statement of their teaching and mentoring interests, including a discussion of past accomplishments and future goals. They should also arrange for at least three letters of reference to be sent on their behalf. All inquiries and applications will be treated confidentially. Applicants are invited to submit their materials via Interfolio at http://apply.interfolio.com/78207. The Committee will begin to consider completed applications on October 15, 2020.

Opportunity with Pfizer’s Parenteral R&D Professional Development Program (PDP)

Pfizer’s Parenteral R&D Professional Development Program (PDP). This unique rotational program is designed to immerse graduates in the full pharmaceutical product development life cycle to train the next generation of scientific leaders. The attached flyers outline the program details. More information about the program can be found on their website (pdp.pfizercareers.com).

They will begin accepting applications for Chemical, Chemistry, Materials Science PhD and thesis masters students via our website beginning on Friday, August 21st, 2020. Application submissions will close on Friday, September 4th, 2020.
Tenure-Track Faculty Position in Chemistry or Chemical Biology

Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSK) seeks innovative individuals for a tenure-track position in the Chemical Biology Program. We seek candidates with strong research accomplishments in organic chemistry or chemical biology and interests in bringing chemical approaches to bear upon problems at the interface with biomedical research, including basic and translational research and across all disease areas. Women and underrepresented minority candidates are especially encouraged to apply.

MSK has a rich history in chemical research spanning over 70 years, and we are continuing our recent expansion in this area. We provide a unique and collaborative scientific environment, exceptional research facilities and resources, and generous startup packages. Faculty are eligible to hold appointments in and to recruit students from multiple outstanding graduate programs, including the Tri-Institutional PhD Program in Chemical Biology, Tri-Institutional MD-PhD Program, Gerstner Sloan Kettering Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, and Weill Cornell Graduate School of Medical Sciences.

The application deadline is October 15, 2020. Interested candidates should visit https://facultysearch.ski.edu to access the online application and to obtain important information on required application materials and deadlines. Applicants must have a PhD degree in chemistry, biochemistry, chemical biology, or a closely related discipline, and a strong track record of scientific achievement.

Do you have news or opportunities to share in the Weekly Bulletin? Please email them to Morgan Eklund at morgan.eklund@northwestern.edu

For an archive of the Department of Chemistry’s Weekly Bulletins, please visit: Bulletin Archive